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Part-3-EasttoWest!!
New York City is the largest metropolitan centre in the USA. It is famous for
the Statue of Liberty, Empire State building, Times Square, nightlife and shopping. It is a huge vibrant city that never
sleeps.
Washington DC, the capital of the USA,
is a beautiful and interestmg city. It is filled with muséums and public parks,
and is the home of the White House.
Orlando, Florida is the largest centre
for family entertainment in the entire
world. It has Disney World, Universal
Studios and the famous marine zoo,
Sea World.
New Orleans, Louisiana is the most
European flavoured city in the USA.
Spanish and French cultures mix with
Afro-American and Caribbean influences to form this exotic city, famous
for Jazz music and fine Cajun cuisine.
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What is there to sec in the United
States? Let's take a journey across
the USA and visit the country's most
popular tourist attractions.

The Grand Canyon National Park in Arizona is one of the greatest natural wenders
of the world. It is a frfteen hundred metre
deep canyon, over twenty kilometers wide
and a hundred and fifty kilometres long!
Death Valley, Nevada is the Death Valley is
the lowest, driest and hottest valley in the
USA. The average température in July is
forty-six degrees!! And the total rainfall every
year is less than six centimètres!
San Francisco, California is the second biggest city in California. It is smaller than Los
Angeles and dees not have the warm tropical
beaches, but it is much more scenic. It is also
famous for its magnificent Golden Gate
Bridge.
Yosemite National Park, California contains
one of the most beautiful alpine valleys ever
seen. There are enormous vertical granité
cliffs with nearly a dozen cascading waterfalls. It's a paradise for rock climbers, backpackers, campers, photographers and
tounsts.
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